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THE MYSTERIOUS STONES AT FROMEFIELD.i
The exact location of the barrow site at Fromefield in Frome has been the subject of some confusion
in recent years, with a photograph of a couple of standing stones published by local historians
mistakenly described as marking the site.iiThe photograph in figure 1, now in Frome Museum, has
annotations on the back that refer to “the excavations of 1962” so it is unclear as to whether it was
taken at the time of the excavation of 1965 or three years earlier and its provenance now seems
lost.iii It is possible that the stones were investigated when the barrow was excavated in 1965 as the
ground seems to have been cleared of undergrowth in preparation for the photo It seems likely that
something more than a casual ‘walk past’ occurred but there is nothing recorded in the Vatcher’s
excavation report. The stones were erroneously scheduled by English Heritage in the mid 1980's as
marking the site of the barrow.iv

Fig. 1 The photograph in Frome Museumc.1962
Museumc.1962 “Stonelands” is in the background

The first mention of standing stones at Fromefield comes in a typewritten statement by Lady Harris
who lived with her husband Sir John Harris at the Victorian house named “Stonelands”, 23 Bath Rd,
on the right hand side of the drive towards “Leystones”. The document is undated but seems to have
been written shortly after the second world war. The paper is entitled “Druid Remains at
Fromefield”vand states that,

“Stones near fence adjoining “Stonelands” orchard, one upright one prone and the portion of a third.
Sir John Harris discovered two other large stones about a foot below the surface of the orchard and
another under the present greenhouse.
The boundary fence separating the properties lies within feet of the broken stone and can be seen in
the 1962 photograph; “Stonelands” is the plot numbered 585 on the Cruse map of 1813.
Lady Harris continues that, “Mr. A H Harvey who (died in about 1931) aged over 90 remembered a

large stone at bottom of drive near the present entrance gates, being broken up to make a wall or
mend roads. A further clump of stones once stood in small paddock owned by the late George Bush”
(now built over).
At the top of the field adjoining Fromefield House is a larger stone of earlier date, probably
coinciding with Avebury Circle under which, at the time of erection of Fromefield House in 1810 was
found an ancient burial place containing 5 skeletons and some pottery.”
She concludes her notes with the following:-

“Mr. St. George Gray curator of Taunton Museum and Sec of the Somerset Archaeological Society is
an authority on British Camps and Druid remains. He has inspected the stones at Fromefield and
thinks a complete circle existed there. There was some idea of excavating at “Stonelands” but war
prevented this.”
Lady Harris seems to have had a clear idea of which stones were where and her reports of those
destroyed or buried are certainly intriguing. By 1973 things seem to have become confused. It is
uncertain how this arose but it was probably due to building works disrupting the sight lines and the
removal of the cap stone marking the barrow during the excavations of 1965. In 1973 local historian
Peter Belham states :

“When the grounds of Fromefield House was being laid out, a Neolithic burial chamber was
discovered. This was inspected, and one of the large stones of the main chamber was removed &
placed in a flower bed. This is now actually by the side of the road of the drive to a nearby house to
the north of Fromefield House. Another stone was erected to mark the site of the tumulus. When
building works were proposed in the area in 1965 the Ministry of Works caused the chamber to be
opened up again and surveyed thoroughly. During the course of the building of the estate, the
standing stone was unfortunately lost....”vi
There is nothing to corroborate the idea that ‘a stone placed in a flower bed’ was later removed to
‘the side of the road of the drive to a nearby house’ but, “Another stone erected to mark the site of
the tumulus”, refers to the large stone taken from the barrow in 1820 which was set up over it in
what is now Leystone Close. This remained in place until the 1960s when it was set to one side by
the excavation team and later destroyed or removed by the builder.

After a visit from English Heritage it was realised that the stones in the driveway did not mark the
barrow site and they were de-scheduled in November 1995.vii These two stones 'in the drive of a
nearby house' were recognised as separate from the barrow and given the HER no.25560 with a
note saying that they were probably dragged from the barrow in 1820 or at the time of Mr. Cuss's
house building of 1965.
This was more confusion. These stones were never part of the barrow, tool markings and their
squared shape indicate a far more recent origin. Whilst dragging tree trunks or stones out of the way
of the plough and into the hedgerow was common practice, it is difficult to see why anyone would
have taken the trouble to set them on end and the fact that the field in which the stones lie was
owned by Thomas Bunn of Frome rather than the Sheppards of Fromefield House make this even
more unlikely.
The stone that came from the barrow in 1820 and was erected over it at that time, was moved by the
Vatchers in 1965 so that they could excavate beneath it. This is described as being 6'x3'x 1.5' and
was photographed by them and the local pressviii after it had been dragged to one side and the dig
was under way. This is the stone shown with George Gordon in the photo from the 1930’s (fig.2)ix. It
looks nothing like the squared blocks at Leystones and would have been used as a capstone over one
of the chambers before being buried beneath the mound. There is now no trace of this, and no
memory of it amongst those living in the new houses by the 1980's so it must be assumed that this
was either reburied or broken up for hard-core by Mr. Cuss the builder. It is assumed that the ‘circle
of small stones’ referred to in the caption was part of a Victorian or later feature to mark the edge of
a flower bed.

Fig 2. The stone from the barrow set up in 1820 to mark the site of the remains.
remains.

The two stones in the museum photograph lie about 80m from the Bath Rd and a couple of hundred
metres north east of the barrow site beneath an oak tree in the driveway of a house called
‘Leystones’, which was built in 1979 on the site of an old nurseryx. They certainly pre-date the 1965
excavation or building workxiand today they are much as they appeared in the museum photograph.
The taller of the two is a rectangular block standing 1740m tall 500cm on one face & 330cm on the
other. The smaller one is a short stump but is again 500cm x 330cm with every appearance of them
having once made a pair of the same height with one snapped off long ago. The space between the
two is approximately 3.600m.

Fig 3. Remains of the 2 standing stones in the driveway of “Leystones” Bath Rd in 2013

In the adjoining garden to the left from Bath Rd (21 Leystone Close) there is a third stone once
recumbent but now re erected. (Fig 4) Mr Stringer, the current owner, purchased the land that
included the stone from a Mr. Scott, owner of “Ormonde” a property facing on to the Bath Rd with a
large garden stretching the length of the old field boundary/driveway leading to Leystones. The
householders backing on to this garden clubbed together and bought the land to extend their
gardens in 1978

Fig.4 Standing stone in the garden of 21 Leystone Close, re
re--erected in 1999

Mr. Stringer had the stone re-erected in December 1999 by some workmen who were pruning his
trees when their chain saw broke. To fill in the time he asked them to re-erect it which they did
packing around the base with bricks & small stones. He estimates that it now stands “within a metre
of where it lay originally” and that it is set in the ground to a depth of about 60cm, he also thinks
that there are other stones buried in his garden but this was not born out by the geophysical survey
of 2015. Mr Stringer informed English Heritage of what he had done and they amended their records
accordingly:-

Standing stone, previously recumbent and sited on land which was part of the garden of “Ormonde”.
Now 21 Bath Rd. Described on the Ordnance Survey Archaeology Division record card as “prostrate
stone measuring 6' x 2' x 1.25”xii
This stone differs from the other two in having distinct metal tool marks on the side facing Leystones
and a mottled face.
The stones remained a puzzle; if they are not from the barrow what are they?
Their proximity to the barrow, the possibility of regular spaces between them and the results of the
2015 survey along with stories of others destroyed nearby gave rise to the exciting possibility of a
prehistoric stone circle or avenue.
There is about 7m between Mr. Stringer’s stone & the nearer of the two in at “Leystones” suggesting
the possibility of a missing stone where the driveway is now, or an entrance into a circle. The
spacing between the stones of about 3.6m seems a common one and a rough equivalent might be the
'Merry Maidens' Neolithic circle in Cornwall. The sighting too seems pretty classic, lying at the top of
a slope with several springs nearby, the barrow a couple of hundred metres away and some glorious
sunrises over Cley Hill which may or may not have remains of a similar age - the hill resembles a
massive barrow in itself - maybe even more so before some chalk hungry quarry men bit a huge
chunk out of it.
There were a couple of things making the circle theory unlikely. The stones seem too square and
over-worked to be of a similar age to the barrow and some of the markings on them indicate shaping
with metal tools. It is also unlikely that they were ‘dragged from the barrow’ as explained above, the
pillars are unnecessarily dressed for use in a burial mound although it is possible that they were re
cut and squared up for another function such as gate posts or boundary markers after the gardener’s
attack of 1820 or even before then,- we have no record of the barrow being disturbed before this
time but that is not to say that it didn’t happen.
There is no indication on maps from 1813 onwards that there was ever a structure or entrance way
on that spot which would have made gateposts a possibility and they don’t show any sign of iron
fittings or locating holes. They would represent a massive amount of work just to hang a gate - and it
would have been a very impressive gate, - but leading where? The maps we have show only fields
and there are at least 3 of them with the possibility of more buried nearby and you only need two to
hang a gate.

THE MAPS & CHURCHWARDEN’S RATE BOOKS

Fig 5. The Richard Richardson map of 1799

One of earliest Frome maps to cover the Fromefield area is by Richard Richardson and dates from
1799xiii. Plot 1583 lies to the left hand side of the present driveway to “Leystones” and was in the
Parish of Berkeley. Plot 1589 lies to the right. The red arrow shows the present driveway. The plot
numbers have been cross referenced on the modern index to the 1813 map of Jeremiah Crusexiv
The driveway is shown as a field and parish boundary but no trackway is shown so it is not clear
whether the stones would have lain inBerkeley/Rodden Parish or Frome but Berkeley/Rodden does
seem the most likely.

Fig 6 The Jeremiah Cruse map of 1813 showing the Fromefield area

The next map was drawn by Jeremiah Cruse in 1813and this shows the area unchanged from1799
with the field boundaries in the same place
place. He has, however, renumbered the plots.
Richardson’ s plot 1589 to the right of the driveway is now numbered 585, and described in the
index as “Tankeys at Fromefield” a field of arable land leased for life from Lord Bath to Thomas
Bunnxv for £290 since 1822xvi and occupied b
by James Carpenter.

Fig 7. Close up of the 1813 map showing Rodden parish detached fields.

It is assumed that Tankey was the name of a previous owner and that name can be traced back to at
least 1770 when the Churchwarden’s rates describe the land as owned by ‘Widow Thick, late
Tankeys’, and the name survives today as ‘Tankey’s Close’ a modern development which occupies
part of the site to the north east. Plot 585 is now occupied by a large Victorian house named
“Stonelands”.
To the left,Richardson’s plot 1583 is now Cruse plot 586
586,, and described as “Quar Ground at
Fromefield”. ‘Quar’ was an abbreviation of quarry, a term in use from the 15th century. Like its
neighbour this is owned by Thomas Bunn but he has the freehold here and no tenant is mentioned.
This
his field and three smaller plots adjoining
adjoining, are described on the Richardson map as lying in the
parish of Berkeley. During the intervening 14 years they have become part of the parish of Rodden.
The Dixon & Maitland map of 1838 ends with the north eastern
n boundary of Fromefield House
which it describes as the “N.E. Corner of Mr. Sheppard’s Garden Wall” and does not show the plots
referred to above. xvii The line corresponds with the field boundary of Rodden Parish; whether
Sheppard’s land extended beyond thi
this parish boundary is unclear.
One thing that this map does show is a circular patch of ground in the same position as the quarry
marked on the 1886 O/S map. It was the common to dig the stone for a new house from its own
grounds and this could show the beginnings of the quarry shown on the later map.

The tithe map of 1840 has the plots renumbered once more and Stonelands is now plot numbered
633 and still owned by Thomas Bunn for life from Lord Bath but by now occupied by Edward
Brunsden and consisting of pasture land measuring about 1.3 of an acre named still named
Tankeys.xviii The plots that interest us are unnumbered as they are still part of Rodden Parish and are
outlined in green and are outside
utside of the tithing of Frome,, an exclave in fact.
fact As Rodden was not
subject to a tithe there is no tithe map.

Fig. 8 The Tithe map of 1840 with be boundary in green. The red line to the left marks the site of the stones and the arrow
at the left points to Fromefield House.

The Church Wardens Rates
ates Book
Books for the years 1846 to 1849 show plot 586 owned by William
Cooper and occupied by Joseph Wilkins.xix
The Ordnance Survey
vey map for 1886 sho
shows
ws the quarry at the back of Fromefield House grown to a
considerable size. None of the maps show a quarry in the “Quar Ground” of plot 586 but the one on
Sheppard’s land is quite clearly marked but gone by the revision of 1902. Given the
t size & weight of

the existing stones at Fromefield it is likely that they came from one of these sites, a fairly short but
arduous haul.
The most likely explanation for the Fromefield Stones is that they are parish boundary markers.
They are on the edge of a field which marks the boundary of a detached field assigned to the parish
of Rodden surrounded by those of Frome. There are a number of possible reasons of this and it is not
uncommon for this to occur. The rights to those fields may have been a gift to the parish from the
will of a benefactor some time in the distant past.
THE EXCAVATION
Following the geophysical survey it was decided that nothing more could be learned without a small
excavation, this took place from the 28-30 May 2016 and was directed by Dr. Jodie Lewis of
Worcester University assisted by members of the Bath & Camerton Archaeological Society.
A trench to incorporate the northern-most stone and pick up the corresponding anomaly was
decided upon and it was soon obvious that the ground had been disturbed fairly recently and quite
extensively. A mixture of mainly nineteenth century and later material was found to continue to a
depth of at least 1 metre in parts indicating that the area had been dug before, probably during the
time that a small metal fence was put in place at around the time of the building of Leystones in
1979.
After digging through the re-mixed jumble of 18th & 19th century brick, tile, horticultural glass and
flower pot, a small rubble stone wall was discovered following the line of the parish boundary,
roughly east to west and continuing behind the northern face of the main stone. This seems to have
been constructed without foundations and little if any mortar. (Fig.9 )
To the west and towards the base of this stone we came across an odd shaped boulder with a star
shaped nodule at its base, in some ways similar to others known to mark parish boundaries and it
remains a possibility that this unusual stone may have once been used to mark the field boundary
between Frome & Rodden, though this must remain supposition. To differentiate this from the main
broken off standing stone we named it the ‘Parish stone’.
Splashes of black paint were noticed on the top of the low stone wall and these were seen to
continue on the main stone continuing down the side of that stone, along the face of the wall and on
to the Parish stone below indicating that the wall and stones had been exposed to this depth in very
recent times confirming the view that any hope of establishing datable layers had been removed.
There was what appeared to be a cut made by an angle grinder towards the top of the parish stone.
After being photographed it was re-set at ground level immediately above where it was found.
It should be emphasised that this was a trial excavation lasting only two days. The single trench was
designed to include one of the anomalies shown up by the geophysical survey but broken sheets of
asbestos were uncovered at a high level in the western end of the trench and as there was no
strategy in place to deal with the safety issues this might present it was left undisturbed and recovered. There was no time to excavate around the larger stone or surrounding area and this should
be the focus for any future excavation. For the time being the stones keep their secrets.

Fig 9. The random rubble wall continuing behind the main stone which is on the extreme
extreme right, slightly to the
left of centre is the odd shaped boulder
boulder named the ‘parish stone’. The markers indicate pieces of modern
tarmac, flowerpot and brick.
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